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1. Introduction 
 This document is a technical report about a Routing Table Insertion(RTI) Attack on 
Freenet. The details of the RTI attack will be discussed along with other components of Freenet 
that either directly affect or are affected by the RTI attack. In the first few sections, we will 
describe the different components of the RTI attack and the theory behind them in Section 2, 3, 
and 4. Then the remaining section 5, 6, 7 and 8 focus on the experiments we performed on the 
theory we developed in the former sections.  
 
 There are three major theories that are described in this document. 1) Route prediction 
in a Freenet network. 2) RTI attack against a Freenet network. 3) A traceback attack that can be 
enabled by the RTI attack. These central ideas form the base of this document, and the 
remaining content is here to support them. 
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2. Route Prediction 

2.1 Freenet Routing Algorithm 
 Freenet uses a distributed hash table system to store and retrieve information from its 
network. The routing algorithm that Freenet uses can be characterized as steepest-ascent hill-
climbing algorithm. Every node in the Freenet network has a small world view of the entire 
system, and it will use its limited information to make the best routing decisions that it can. 
There are several sources [1,2] that describe the details of the routing algorithm. However, the 
route prediction model described in this document uses the routing algorithm defined in the 
source code (version 0.7.5) at https://github.com/freenet/fred-staging. It is the most current 
version of the routing algorithm, and it has a few differences from the design documents. The 
general Freenet network configuration, storage and retrieval mechanics will be discussed. Also 
the anonymity contribution from the Freenet routing algorithm will be covered. 
 
 In a Freenet network, each node operates independently. A node can have a direct 
connection with up to 40 other nodes. These connected nodes are considered to be direct 
peers. Each node in Freenet has a node location that is a real number in the range [0,1). Figure 
2.1.a depicts how this address range is laid out. This number is used to determine routing paths, 
and serves as an indicator that the node should store information with a data location close to 
its node location. A node will use the node locations of all of the peer nodes that are within two 
hops when it makes routing decisions. This means that potentially a node knows the node 
location of (Max Direct Peers)2 other nodes. 

 
[ Figure 2.1.a: Circular Value Range [ 0, 1 ). Node Locations and Data Locations are this 

type of value. ] 
 
 How is information stored and retrieved from the Freenet network? Every piece of 
information that is inserted into Freenet is hashed into a key. This key is then used to index that 
piece of information. Freenet takes the key and converts it to a real number in the range [0, 1). 
This number is the data location for a given piece of information. This data location can then be 
used in combination with the node location of the nodes to route and store the piece of 
information. The routing algorithm will try and find the node with the closest node location to the 
data location for a piece of information. 
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 How does Freenet route requests? Every request that is generated in Freenet has a 
unique identifier called a UID associated with it. The UID is passed with the request so nodes 
can identify a request that they have already seen. Each request has a data location associated 
with it. If a node is unable to directly service a request, it will forward the request on to the next 
peer. The next node will be a direct peer that has the closest node location to the given data 
location. Requests will be forwarded until the request can be serviced or the hops to live (HTL) 
reaches zero. The HTL will be decremented each time a request is forwarded. If a request can 
be serviced, the reply will be sent back down the path it came from to the original sender. How 
the next node is chosen, how HTL works, and the differences between insert and retrieval 
request will be discussed in  details in the following. 
 
 How does a node chose the next closest peer to route to? Each Freenet node will look at 
all its peers that are within two hops. Then based on the node location of those peers it will 
chose a node that is one hop away as the next peer to route to. An example of how routing 
works is covered in Section 4. When a node is forwarding a request to the next peer, it will 
never forward a request to the previous node. The previous node is the peer node that the 
current node received the request from. Also Freenet will not route to nodes that have already 
been visited with the current request. Since each node does not know this list of already visited 
nodes, it will initially send the request. Then if the node returns a ‘reject loop’ message that 
means the node was an already visited. When a node receives a request, it will check if it has 
already seen a request with the same UID, and if it has, it replies with a ‘reject loop’ message. 
 
 A request is forwared until it can be serviced by a node or its HTL reaches 0. HTLs are 
used to help limit the amount of resources  used by a request. Initially the HTL starts out as 
(Max HTL), which is 18 by default. The HTL is decremented each time that a request is 
forwarded to another peer node. Two exceptions arewhen HTL is equal to the Max HTL or equal 
to 1. There is a 50% chance that the HTL will not be decremented when HTL is at the maximum 
value. There is also a 25% chance that when the HTL is 1 that the HTL will be decremented to 
0. Figure 2.1.b shows the probability distribution for the additional hops generated for both of 
these deterministic HTL mechanisms. The total path length would be the additional hops from 
each of the probability distributes added to the Max HTL. 
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[ Figure 2.1.b: Probability of Additional Path Length. HTL = Max HTL has a 50% none 
decrement chance. HTL = 1 has a 75% none decrement chance.  Example: There is 

roughly a 5% chance that the length of the path will be Max HTL + 3 for HTL = Max HTL.] 
 

 There are mainly two kinds of requests in Freenet. Data retrieval requests are used to 
get data out of Freenet, and data insert requests are used to insert data into Freenet. The data 
retrieval request is the simpler of the two, and it will continue to search until a node can service 
the request or the HTL expires. If the HTL expires, then the request fails. An data insert request 
is  actually comprised of two separate data insert sub-requests. When the HTL on a data insert 
request reaches the cacheable HTL threshold (Max HTL -3), a new data insert request will be 
generated. The new request will have all the same parameters (key, HTL, etc). The only 
difference will be that the new request will have a different UID. Using a new UID causes the 
visited node set to be cleared. Resetting the visited node set is done to avoid local minimums 
when inserting. The data insert request will then continue until the HTL expires. A data insert 
request will permanently store the data being inserted into every node that it passes through 
where the HTL is cacheable. 
 
 Most of the anonymity in Freenet is provide through its routing algorithms. Each node 
only has a small view of the entire world. A node can only tell who the previous peer node was 
and the next peer node for a given request. Even though a node knows who the previous node 
was, it can’t tell if that was the node that the request originated from. Also since each node is 
operating independently without any central control, it is more difficult to monitor all traffic in the 
Freenet network. Freenet does use a visible HTL value. When a node get a message with a 
value of MAX HTL - 1, that does not necessarily mean the previous node was the origin node. 
Instead,  the probability that it is the origin node is the same as the HTL = MAX distribution in 
Figure 2.1.b. 

2.2 Route Prediction Model 

2.2.1 Introduction 
 We know how Freenet routes requests, so can we predict how traffic will be routed 
precursor to actual routing. Since we know the routing algorithm, we also need to know each 
node’s routing table to be able to predict routing paths. It is possible to extract a node’s routing 
table from a network topology. There are several methods for obtaining the topology that are 
discussed in Section 5. Given the routing algorithm and topology we can predict routing paths in 
a given Freenet network. We created a model to perform these predictions. Below is a list of 
assumptions about this model. How the model was derived and how it works will be discussed. 
 

Assumptions 
○ The topology of the Freenet network is available, or at least some subset of it. 
○ All of the Freenet nodes are running standard Freenet code (unmodified). 
○ All of the Freenet nodes are using the standard configuration settings. 
○ Every connection a node has is in a normal state. 
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○ The age of a nodes peers in unknown. 
 
 It is assumed that the topology for the Freenet network is available or at least some 
subset of it. Route prediction can still be performed with a sub-set; however, it may not be as 
accurate or complete. It is also assumed that all of the nodes in the network are running the 
same routing algorithms, which they are if they everyone has a current version of Freenet 
running. When Freenet is installed there are several node configuration values that are 
defaulted. We assume that all nodes are running with the default install configuration. It is 
assumed that all connections out of a node are in a normal state. There are several states that a 
connection can be in. The most notable is a backed-off state, which is used for congestion 
control. If all connections are in the same state, then they are all viewed as equal connections 
when finding the next closest peer node. Finally, its assumed that the age of a peers nodes is 
unknown. If a node’s peer list is derived from network topology information, then there is no 
information present to suggest which order the peers were connected in. This is important when 
routing ties arise. A tie is broken by using the peers that has been connected the longest. Since 
we do not know this information, the model will just make note that a tie occurred and pick a 
random node from the tie. 
 
 The route prediction model we developed was derived from the Freenet source code. 
Freenet is a open source project, so the source code is available to anyone for viewing. By 
analyzing the code relevant to routing, we were able to extract the exact routing algorithm. 
Some of the routing algorithm parameters are not known until runtime, so assumptions had to 
be made about those parameters. By combining the routing algorithm and assumptions about 
its unknown parameters, we were able to build a route prediction model. 

2.2.2 Routing Table 
 The route prediction model works by predicting all possible routing paths for a given 
Freenet network topology. To do this the model must be given a network topology graph. A 
Freenet network can be modeled as an undirected graph. The route prediction model can use 
this network graph to build the routing table for each node in the network. 
 

A node’s routing table will include all of the directs peers, which are all nodes that are 
one hop away in the network graph. The routing table will also include all the paths to nodes 
that are two hops away, and these are considered indirect peers. A node cannot route to an 
indirect peer. They must route to a direct peer. Figure 2.2.2.a is an example of a small Freenet 
network topology. In Figure 2.2.2.a, the direct and indirect peers of node H are labeled. Figure 
2.2.2.b has the resulting routing table for node H that would be constructed from the example 
topology graph. The destination peer column has the peer node that is used for determining 
routing paths. The direct peer column has the node that will actually get routed to for a given 
destination peer. The direct peer column is needed for routing since Freenet cannot route to 
indirect peers. All of the possible routing paths can now be calculated with each node’s routing 
table. 
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[ Figure 2.2.2.a: Example Topology with Node H’s Direct and Indirect Peers Identified ] 

 
[ Figure 2.2.2.b: Node H’s Routing Table ] 

2.2.3 Routing: Next Peer Node 
 If we have the routing table for a given node, then we can predict the next peer to route 
to for all possible data coming into that node. All data is routed using its data location property. 
This property is compared to the node location property of a given node’s peers to find the next 
node to route to. We do not need to know the data location property in advance; instead, it is 
possible to predict the next peer for the entire data location range [0,1). A node’s routing table 
tells us all of the possible peers that can be routed to next, which makes it possible to take the 
data location property as an input and map it to the next peer. A map can be constructed from 
the nodes N and the data location range [0, 1) to the direct peers of N. Let ∱ be a function such 
that d is a real number in the range [0,1), n is a member of N, Q is a set of previously visited 
nodes and a subset of N, and p is a direct peer of n. ∱ ( d, n, Q ) = p 
The function ∱ can be used at any given node to predict which direct peer would get routed to 
next. The interesting part of ∱ is how we build the mapping from inputs to outputs. 
 
 Let us look at how we can build the map for function ∱. In Section 2.3, the pseudo-code 
in the function map-data-locations-to-next-peer represents the tasks that must be performed. 
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The first task is to alter the routing table entries derived from the topology graph. Node H from 
Figure 2.2.2.a will be used as an example, and we will build the mapping for ∱( d, H, { }). We 
start out with a sorted list of all paths to direct and indirect peers. Figure 2.2.3.1.a shows a 
routing table for an example node H. In this figure, all of the possible paths to the direct and 
indirect peers of H are listed. When there are multiple paths to the same peer node Freenet will 
always take the shortest path. This means that direct peer paths get preference over indirect 
paths going to the same destination peer. Remove any paths from the routing table where there 
exists a shorter path to the same destination peer. In the example routing table, the entries 0.45, 
E, D and 0.5, D, E will be removed. Next all of the paths to the same peer node can be 
combined. If multiple paths to the same node exist, we have no way of giving preference to one 
path over the other. So the paths are combined in the routing table and they are marked as 
being a tie. In Figure 2.2.3.1.a, the entries 0.4, I, D and 0.4, I, K are an example of this. Now we 
must remove the nodes from the routing table that were already visited. Find all entries that 
contain a node in the destination peer or the direct peer columns that is also in the set of visited 
nodes, Q. Figure 2.2.3.1.b shows what the example routing table would look like after all of the 
paths to the same destination peer have been reduced, the remaining multiple paths to the 
same destination peer combined, and any paths that go through already visited nodes have 
been removed. 
 

Let us look at one more example. The node E is a direct peer of H, so assume that we 
were routed to node E from H. The function to find the next peer out of node E would be ∱ ( d, 
E, {H}). Figure 2.2.3.2.a shows what the routing table would look like after paths to the same 
destination peer have been reduced and combined. Then the removal of already visited nodes 
is shown in figure 2.2.3.2.b. You will notice the combined route 0.15, K, H J turned into a single 
route 0.15, K, J, and the route 0.8, H, H is completely removed. 
 

Now that we have a reduced routing table, it is possible to build the mapping from data 
locations to next direct peer. Since Freenet will always try to route to the node with the closest 
node location, it is possible to sort the node locations and then calculate the midpoint between 
them. It is important to note that the value range of data locations and node locations is circular, 
and this will affect how mid points are calculated. Any data location that falls in the range 
between mid points will get routed to the corresponding direct peer. If an entry has a tie and 
there are multiple nodes in the direct peer, then chose a random node. Figure 2.2.3.3 shows 
what the mapping would look like for the example node H. Note that the entry 0.4, I, D K, 2 in 
Figure 2.2.3.1.b has a tie so a random node was chosen for the direct peer in figure 2.2.3.3. The 
data location mapping to next direct peer for our second example in Figure 2.2.3.2.b can be 
found in Figure 2.2.3.4. 
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[ Figure 2.2.3.1: Routing Table for Node H. a) All entries. b) Duplicate paths reduced and 

multiple paths to same peer combined. ] 

 
[ Figure 2.2.3.2: Routing Table for Node E Before and After Removing Previously Visited 

Nodes. a) Routing table mapping for function � before removing paths that contain 
nodes in Q. b) Routing table after removing paths with node in Q. ] 
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[ Figure 2.2.3.3: Data Locations Mapped 

to Next Peer for Node H ] 

 
[ Figure 2.2.3.4: Data Locations Mapped to Next 

Peer for Node E with Previous Node H ] 

2.2.4 Routing: Complete Path 
We now have a function � that can map a data location to the next direct peer. If we 

chain these route predictions together, we can predict a complete routing path. Let us assume 
that we know a data location d, origin node o, and HTL h we want to find the routing path for. 
Then for h to 1: ∱ ( d, o, { } )     = ph ∱ ( d,  ph, { o } )    = ph-1 ∱ ( d, ph-1, { o, ph } )    = ph-2 

…. ∱ ( d, ph-(h-2), { o, ph , ph-1 , …  } )  = p1 
 

 At this point we can calculate a predicted routing path from an origin node. The problem 
is that we do not know d before run-time, and we would like to be able to analyze the routing 
paths for a given network topology before data is actually inserted. There are a couple 
approaches to determining all the routing paths from here. The simplest way is to pick a step 
value size for d and iteratively call ∱ incrementing d by the step value. Figure 2.2.4.a has the 
pseudo-code that would accomplish this. The issue with this approach is being able to correctly 
identify the step value such that it will capture all of the routing paths. The smaller the step size 
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becomes, the greater the run-time is. Also it is not possible to determine if you have captured all 
of the unique routing paths. 

Step Value = 0.1 
 Origin Node = n 
 Data Location = 0 
 While Data Location < 1 
  Call chain of function ∱ with Data Location and Origin Node 
  Data Location += Step Value 
 EndWhile 

[ Figure 2.2.4.a: Pseudo-Code for Iteratively Determining Routing Paths ] 
 

A second and better approach is to use a property of the function ∱ that makes it 
possible to determine a value range for d that represents a complete route. The function ∱ maps 
real numbers to a next direct peer, and they are mapped in such a way that continuous sub-
ranges in [0,1) are mapped to the same peer. If you look at the data locations in Figure 2.2.3.4 
you will notice that the figure can also be represented by breaking it up into a sub-range 
mapping to the same next direct peer. Table 2.2.4.b shows the sub-ranges for the figure 2.2.3.4. 
The sub-range [ 0, 0.125 ) will map all values from 0 up to 0.125 to the next direct peer C. This 
means that we can use 0 to represent the entire sub-range of [ 0, 0.125 ), and the value 0.125 
will represent the sub-range [ 0.125, 0.2). It is possible to take this sub-range property of the 
function and construct complete routing paths. 

 

Data Location Sub-Range Direct Peer 

[ 0, 0.125 ) 
 [ 0.125, 0.2 ) 
[ 0.2, 0.275 ) 
[ 0.275, 0.35 ) 
[ 0.35, 0.45 ) 
[ 0.45, 0.55 ) 
[ 0.55, 0.65 ) 
[ 0.65, 0.8 ) 
[ 0.8, 1 ) 

C 
J 
D 
J 
D 
D 
C 
J 
J 

[ Table 2.2.4.b: Function ∱ mapping for Node E Derived from Figure 2.2.3.4 ] 
 
 We can use the sub-ranges from the function ∱ to construct complete routing paths. In 
Section 2.3, the pseudo-code starting at function predict-paths-from-origin-node performs this 
task. Let us assume that node H was chosen as the origin node for this example. The first step 
is to calculate the data location to next direct peer map for H. Then get the sub-ranges from the 
resulting map. The next step will be to iterate through each of the sub-ranges and combine the 
sub-range with the sub-range from the next direct peer. Figure 2.2.4.c has the entire process for 
finding the first path from sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) in node H. In this example, we will start with 
the sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) in node H. We are currently at the arrow labeled 1 in Figure 2.2.4.c. 
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The sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) maps to the next direct peer E. So we will need to get the data 
location to next direct peer mapping for node E, and we will need to pass node H as a 
previously visited node. The resulting mapping is the mapping in Table 2.2.4.b. We need to 
combine the sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) from node H with node E’s sub-ranges. You will notice that 
the sub-ranges [ 0.55, 0.65 ) and [ 0.65, 0.8) from Node E overlap the sub-range from H. The 
sub-range from H is the bounding sub-range, which means it defines the upper and lower 
bounds of data locations that we will consider when combining. We will combine the sub-ranges 
from the two nodes such that each sub-range border within the bounding sub-range is 
represented. This is done by splitting the sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) from node H to include the 
sub-range boundaries in the sub-ranges [ 0.55, 0.65 ) and [ 0.65, 0.8) from node E. The 
resulting sub-ranges will be { [ 0.55, 0.65 ) , [ 0.65, 0.75 ) }. Then we will iterate through each of 
the split ranges at node E and repeat this combining process with the next direct peers from 
node E. The first split range is [ 0.55, 0.65 ), and in Figure 2.2.4.c the arrow labeled 2 
represents this point in the process. At this point the steps performed to move from arrow 1 to 
arrow 2 in Figure 2.2.4.c will be repeated with the new node and sub-range. After completing a 
4 HTL analysis using this process, the first path that we get from the sub-range [ 0.55, 0.75 ) is: 
 [ 0.55, 0.65 ) → H → E → C → B 
 

 
[ Figure 2.2.4.c: Using Sub-Ranges to Build Routing Paths: First path built from the sub-

range [ 0.55, 0.75) in node H. ] 
 
 Let us look at a full route prediction table generated from the network topology in Figure 
2.2.2.a. In this route prediction, we will look at all possible route paths that are a length of 3 
HTL. Table 2.2.4.d has the complete routing table from node H. Let us compare the path 
generated in Table 2.2.4.d to the example path we generated in Figure 2.2.4.c. In Figure 
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2.2.4.c, we used a HTL of 4, so to compare it to the routes in the Table 2.2.4.d, we need to stop 
the prediction at the arrow labeled 2. The resulting route from Figure 2.2.4.c would then be: 
 [ 0.55, 0.65 ) → H → E → C 
This matches the entry in the Table 2.2.4.d for the same sub-range. Note that any place in the 
Table 2.2.4.d where (tie=#) appears that means there was a routing tie at that node. We were 
unable to break the tie, so a random next node out of the possible # was chosen. 
 

Data Location Range Predicted Path 

[ 0.0, 0.125 ) 
[ 0.125, 0.2 ) 
[ 0.2, 0.3 ) 
[ 0.3, 0.325 ) 
[ 0.325, 0.375 ) 
[ 0.375, 0.425 ) 
[ 0.425, 0.45 ) 
[ 0.45, 0.475 ) 
[ 0.475, 0.525 ) 
[ 0.525, 0.55 ) 
[ 0.55, 0.65 ) 
[ 0.65, 0.75 ) 
[ 0.75, 0.775 ) 
[ 0.775, 0.875 ) 
[ 0.875, 0.0 ) 

→ H → D → B 
→ H → K → J 
→ H → D → A 
→ H → K → J 
→ H → K → L 
→ H → K(Tie=2) → I 
→ H → E → D 
→ H → E → D 
→ H → D → E 
→ H → D → B(Tie=2) 
→ H → E → C 
→ H → E → J 
→ H → K(Tie=2) → J 
→ H → K(Tie=2) → L(Tie=2) 
→ H → K(Tie=2) → J 

[ Table 2.2.4.d: Predicted 3 HTL Routes from Origin Node H.  ] 

2.2.5 HTL 
 The examples we have looked at so far have been very simple with a small HTL value. 
There are some extra considerations that our routing prediction model must take into account 
with regards to the HTL. The first issue is probabilistic HTL decrement when the HTL is at the 
maximum HTL. In our model, we assume that we control the nodes that are the origin nodes. 
Since we control the origin nodes, we can disable the maximum probabilistic HTL decrement. 
 
 The second HTL issue is the probabilistic HTL decrement when HTL is 1.There is a 25% 
chance that when the HTL reaches 1 it will be decremented to 0, and then the routing will stop. 
We chose not to model this aspect of Freenet routing in our model. It had very little impact on 
the functionality that we were using the routing model for. The extra nodes that could be routed 
to can be accounted for with this routing model by increasing the HTL that will be modeled into 
negative HTLs. 
 
 The last HTL issue is related to previously visited nodes. In our route prediction model, 
we know all the previously visited nodes when predicting the route out of a single node. In 
Freenet, each node only knows that a request has been routed through the previous node. 
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Freenet uses a ‘reject loop’ message to stop nodes from routing through already visited nodes. 
When a node receives a request it will first check if it has already handled that message’s UID. 
If the node has it replies with a ‘reject loop’ message. This ‘reject loop’ message causes the 
HTL value to decrement by one in certain situations. The pseudocode below was extracted from 
the predict-paths function in Section 2.3. 

If (hop is less than (MaxHTL - 3) AND dlmt->”next node” does not equal the “next node” 
from OnlyPreviousMapping where the data location range is within sub-range). 

hop = hop - 1 
EndIf 

This code checks if the current HTL is cacheable. A request is cacheable if its HTL is less than 
the (maximum HTL - 3). The variable dlmt is from a route prediction that excludes all of the 
previously visited nodes, and the variable onlyPreviousMapping is derived from a route 
prediction that only excludes the last previous node. The pseudocode checks if the next node 
predicted from dlmt is not equal to the next node predicted from onlyPreviousMapping. If both of 
these criteria are met, then the HTL will be decremented. This is done because in Freenet the 
next node predicted from onlyPreviousMapping would have been routed to first, and it would 
have resulted in a reject loop message. In which case, if the HTL is cacheable that would have 
used up a HTL count. 

2.2.6 Data Retrieval versus Data Insert Routing 
 Up to this point we have covered the basic properties of the Freenet routing algorithm; 
however, there are slight variations in this algorithm for different situations. The two main 
variations of the algorithm are used for data insertion and data retrieval. The model explained 
up to this point is the data retrieval model. The data insertion routing has an extra step. When 
the HTL reaches the last non cacheable HTL, ( maximum HTL -3 ), it will fork a completely new 
data insert request. This results in creating a data insert request that has a new message UID. 
This causes the data insert request to “forget” all of its previously visited nodes. 

If (is-insert = true And hop = (MaxHTL - 3 - 1)) 
 Pold = P 
 P = { n } 
EndIf 

This code from the function predict-paths in Section 2.3 handles the difference in data inserts. It 
sets the list of previously visited nodes to just be the last previous node when the HTL is at its 
first cacheable value. 

2.3. Routing Algorithm Pseudo-Code 
************************************************************************* 
* name: predict-paths-from-origin-node    * 
* parameter: n. This represents a Freenet node   * 
* parameter: is-insert. Boolean value indicating if we are modeling  * 
*  an insert. If false, modeling retrieval.   * 
* description: This function iterates through all possible  * 
*  Freenet routing paths and saves them in paths. * 
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************************************************************************* 
predict-paths-from-origin-node( parameter: n, parameter is-insert) 
 Define a list of paths as a list of ( path, range) pairs. 
 Define a list of previously visited nodes. 
 Define a range r going from 0 to 1. 
 Define MaxHTL to be the maximum number of hops to live. 
 
 Empty the list paths. 
 Empty the list of previously visited nodes. 
 
 Call predict-paths( n, list of previously visited nodes, r, MaxHTL, is-insert, paths). 
 ForEach (pair in paths) 
  Display the pair->range and pair->path. 
 EndForEach 
RETURN 
 
************************************************************************* 
* name: predict-paths       * 
* parameter: n. This represents a Freenet node   * 
* parameter: P. This is a set of previously visited Freenet nodes * 
* parameter: r. This a data location range. It has a start data  * 
*  location and a end data location.   * 
* parameter: hop. This represents the current HTL value.  * 
* parameter: is-insert. Boolean value indicating if we are modeling  * 
*  an insert. If false, modeling retrieval.   * 
* parameter: paths. This is a list of pairs. Each pair has a routing  * 
*  path and a data location range (path, range).  * 
* description: This function recursively traverses all possible * 
*  Freenet routing paths and saves them in paths. * 
************************************************************************* 
predict-paths( parameter: n, parameter P, parameter: r, parameter: hop, parameter is-
insert, parameter: paths) 

If (hop is 0) 
 Add the pair (visited nodes P, range r) to paths. 
 RETURN 
EndIf 
If (is-insert is true And hop is equal to (MaxHTL - 3 - 1)) 
 Save the current set of visited nodes, P, as Pold. 
 Clear the current visited nodes set P. 

Store the current node n in the visited nodes set P. 
EndIf 
Call function map-data-locations-to-next-peer, passing in the current node, n, and 
the most recent visited node in set P. Save the result as LocalMapping. 
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Call function map-data-locations-to-next-peer, passing in the current node, n, and 
the entire set of previously visited nodes in P. Save the result as GlobalMapping. 
For each (data location mapping tuple in GlobalMapping) 

If (the range of the tuple overlaps the range given in parameter r) 
Bound the sub-ranges of the current mapping tuple with the data 
location range given by r. 
For each (sub-range in the split range r) 

If (the HTL value is less than (MaxHTL - 3) AND 
the next node of the current mapping tuple is not the same as 
the next node from LocalMapping  where the data location 
range is within sub-range) 
 Subtract one from the current HTL value. 
EndIf 

 Add the node n to the set of visited nodes P. 
Call the function predict-paths, passing in the next node of 
the current data location mapping tuple, the set of previously 
visited nodes P, the current sub-range, the HTL value minus 
one, and paths (the set of routing location and data range 
pairs). 

 Remove the node n from the set of visited nodes P. 
EndForEach 

EndIf 
EndForEach 
If (the previously saved set of visited paths, Pold, is not empty) 
 Store the previously saved set of visited paths, Pold, as P. 
EndIf 

RETURN 
 
************************************************************************* 
* name: map-data-locations-to-next-peer    * 
* parameter: n. This represents a Freenet node   * 
* parameter: P. This is a set of previously visited Freenet nodes * 
* description: This function performs the data location to next * 
*  peer mapping that the function � needs.  * 
* returns: A list of tuples. Each tuple consists of a start data * 
* location, end data location, and next peer.   * 
************************************************************************* 
map-data-locations-to-next-peer( parameter: n, parameter: P) 
 Get a list of all of the paths to the peers of n that are 1 and 2 HTL away. 

Remove any paths from the list of peer paths where there exists a shorter path to 
the same destination peer. 
Remove any paths from the list of peer paths that contain a node that is also in P. 
Identify any sets of remaining paths in the list of peer paths that go to the same 
destination peer. 
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ForEach (identified set) 
Pick one random path from the set of paths and mark its destination peer 
as having a tie. 
Remove all of the paths in the set from the list of peer paths except the 
random path chosen. 

 EndForEach 
Get all of the destination peers from the remaining paths in the list of peer paths 
and put them in a list of route-able peers. 

 Sort the list of route-able peers by the node location of the nodes. 
Treat the list of route-able peers as being a circular list. 
Declare a list of data location to next peer mapping as a list of ( start location, end 
location, next peer) tuples. 
ForEach (peer in the list of route-able peers) 
 Add the tuple ( mid-point between peer and previous peer in the list, 
   mid-point between peer and next peer in the list, 
   peer) to the list of data location to next peer mapping. 
 * Note: The data location values are in the range [0, 1), and 
 * are considered circular ( meaning the value goes back to 0 when 
 * it reaches 1. The mid-point calculation needs to take this into account. 
EndForEach 

RETURN the list of data location to next peer mapping. 
************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 
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3. RTI Attack 

3.1. The Attack 
Assumptions 

● The topology of the Freenet network is available, or at least some subset of it. 
● There are a set of malicious nodes that are controlled by the attacker (attacker nodes) 
● The malicious node set can collaborate with each other, and a direct connection to one 

malicious node counts as a connection to the entire set. 
● The malicious node set has the capacity to connect to all the nodes in network. 
● The target node’s peers table is full (if it wasn’t then just connect to it). 

 
This document outlines a Freenet routing table insertion attack (RTI). The RTI attack 

uses information gathered about the routing tables of adjacent nodes, and uses this information 
to allow an attacker to get a direct connection to a target node. A direct connection to a target 
node will allow an attacker to perform other attacks such as the Freenet traceback attack. The 
more direct connections an attacker can maintain with regular Freenet nodes will increase the 
influence and control that the attacker has over the Freenet network. The two important pieces 
to this attack are the Freenet network topology and a set of malicious nodes in the Freenet 
network. 
 

The first important piece of information is the Freenet network topology. The routing 
table information for each node in the network can be extracted from the topology of a Freenet 
network. The routing tables of the nodes can then be used to perform predictive routing. 
Predictive routing is needed to perform the RTI attack, and it is discussed in detail in Section 2. 
 

The second important piece is a set of malicious nodes controlled by an attacker. A 
malicious node is a node that is completely under the control of an attacker. These nodes can 
run modified version of Freenet, and they will not behave like regular nodes when they receive 
requests. Malicious nodes can also be setup to collaborate with each other, so information 
about the Freenet network can be shared between them in out of bounds channels. The more 
malicious nodes that an attacker controls, the easier it is for them to attack a Freenet network. 
 

So how is the RTI attack performed? Freenet is designed to be a dynamic ever changing 
network of node connections. Mechanisms have been build into individual Freenet nodes that 
prevent static routing connections from forming. One of the mechanisms is a ‘successful request 
count’ (SRC). Assume that there is a Freenet node A, and it has a direct connection to Freenet 
node B who is in turn connected to other nodes. Every time that node A sends a data request 
through node B and it returns a successful completion, then node A will increment the SRC 
variable that it is storing for its connection to node B. Once the SRC is greater or equal to the 
value ten, then node A’s connection to node B is marked for possible disconnect. This means 
that if nodes A’s peer table was full (not accepting any new connection requests), then once the 
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SRC for one of node A’s connections reached ten that connection would be dropped and the 
new connection request would be accepted. The RTI attack uses this behavior to gather 
connections to new peers by artificially forcing the SRC for a node’s connection to increase, and 
at the same time sending new connection requests to that node. 

 
[ Figure 3.1.a : Freenet Routing Table Attack ] 

 
 Figure 3.1.a represent how the RTI attack works. First a target node is picked. 

This is represented by the node labeled T in the figure. Node T is the node that the attacker is 
trying to get a direct connection to. The attack is going to try and artificially increase a SRC on 
the node T by forcing superfluous successful requests through the node. Then when the SRC is 
greater or equal to ten, an attack node will send a connection request to T. To accomplish this 
the Intersection node labeled I in the figure is chosen. This node has a special property that an 
attacker node can insert data on this node and a different attacker node can request that 
inserted data. In Figure 3.1.a, the attack node A1 is inserting generated data into the node I. 
Then the attack node A2 is requesting that same data from node I. The path from node A2 to 
node I goes through node T, so when node A2 is able to successfully request the data from 
node I it will cause a SRC in node T to increment. While node A2 is request data from node I, 
node A3 is also sending new connection requests to node T. Once the node A3 is able to 
successfully complete a connection to node T, the attack is then complete. The resulting 
topology would look something like Figure 3.1.b then. 
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[ Figure 3.1.b : Topology after RTI Attack ] 

 
The ability to perform this attack hinges on being able to identify if there is a node I 

available and where it is located. If you look at Figure 3.1.a, you will notice that the blue and red 
arrows mark two paths to the node I. These paths must have certain properties in order to 
perform the RTI attack. These properties can be viewed in Table 3.1.c. 

 

● Two distinct paths for any range of data locations ( 0 - 1.0) must intersect at a single 
node. 

● The origin of the two paths must start from attacker nodes. 
● One path must include the target node in it, let us call this the request path. 
● The path that isn’t the request path cannot have the target node in it, let us call this the 

insert path (Unless target node = intersect node). 
● The intersect node must be the last node in the insert path (insert data is stored at this 

node). 
● The intersect node can be at any location in the request path as long as it appears after 

the target node or as the target node. 

[ Table 3.1.c : RTI Attack Path Requirements ] 
 
 We know what properties the two paths need, but how do we get those paths to start 
with. This can be done using a routing prediction algorithm. The route prediction model is 
discussed in Section 2. 

3.2. Identifying the Intersection Node 
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 Given the output of the route prediction model we developed and discussed in Section 
2.2. It is possible to find the intersection nodes between paths. It requires an exhaustive search 
through the predicted routes to find the intersect nodes. This is a trivial task, but necessary for 
the RTI attack. 

3.3. Keep alive 
 The goal of the RTI attack was to acquire direct connects to target nodes. However, 
once a connection is established to a node that connection also needs to be maintained. One 
method for accomplishing this task is to periodically have the node fulfill successful data 
requests from the attack node it is directly connected to. When a node receives a new 
connection request and it has several connections with a SRC greater or equal to ten, it will 
disconnect the least recently used connection. Having the target node periodically and 
successfully fulfill a data request will prevent the connection as being the least recently used. 
This method best resembles a keep alive mechanism. 
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4. Traceback Attack 
There are several assumptions that must be made for this attack to be practical. None of 

these assumptions are absolutes, and different variations of the attack can be performed 
depending on the level that each assumption is meet. The most basic attack will be outlined 
first, then additional variations will be added to improve the output of the attack. 
 
Assumptions 

● Attack Nodes - The attacker must control some subset of the Freenet nodes in the 
network. Ideally the attack must be able to directly connect to every node in the Freenet 
network. Which means that every node in the network must be a neighbor to at least one 
Freenet node in the Attack Nodes set. 

● Opennet - All of the nodes in the Freenet network are Opennet nodes. 
● Network Topology - The network topology of the Freenet network is available to the 

attacker. Freenet has several methods for obtaining this information. 
 

The Trace-back attack will now described. A basic form of the attack will first be 
described, then different variations will be discussed that build off of the basic attack. The basic 
attack will have the fewest assumptions, and the different variations will add more assumptions. 

4.1 Broadcast Traceback Attack 
 
 In the most basic form of the Trace-back attack, an attacker can determine the set of 
nodes from the Freenet network that a message was routed through. The attacker will not be 
able to determine the origin of the message, but can significantly reduce the number of possible 
candidates. 
 
 Every message sent in Freenet has a unique identifier(UID) associated with it. When a 
message passed through a Freenet node, that node will store the message UID. This UID can 
then be used to prevent cycles in Freenet routing. Figure 4.1.a depicts an example of Freenet 
routing. Node a is the message origin and node d is the target node to be routed to. The path 
that the message takes is indicated by the numerically increasing arrows. The interesting part of 
Figure 4.1.a is data request 6. Node b has already stored the UID for the message being routed, 
so when node b receives 6 it replies with a FNPRejectLoop (7). The FNPRejectLoop message 
tells node f that the message has already been routed through node b. The idea of the attack is 
to leverage the information returned from message replies like 7 to determine which nodes a 
message has been through. 
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[ Figure 4.1.a: Freenet Routing. Clarke I, others. A distributed decentralised information 

storage and retrieval system. Undergraduate Thesis. 1999.] 
 
 Figure 4.1.b outlines the basic components needed to perform the traceback attack. 
Node e represents an attacker’s node that is on the network listening to the messages passed 
through it. When node e sees a message that triggers the attack, it will send the message M to 
the Attack Nodes (5). The Attack Nodes are a set of nodes that are under the control of the 
attacker. The Attack Nodes have a direct connection to all of the nodes in Freenet. After the 
Attack Nodes receive the message from node e, they will then try and determine the nodes that 
the message was routed through. The Attack Nodes will then broadcast the message M with a 
hops to live count of 1 to all the nodes in the Freenet network (6) and wait for the responses. 
The Attack Nodes only care about FNPRejectLoop replies. These replies can be seen as 7 in 
fFgure 4.1.b. The FNPRejectLoop replies tells the Attack Nodes that the message was routed 
through the set of nodes { b, a }. The origin of the message is then a member of the node set 
discovered by this attack. 

 
[ Figure 4.1.b: Traceback Attack ] 
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 This document assumes the world is perfect and all of the assumptions were met. 
However, the world is not perfect, and several issues can arise with this attack. The first issue is 
that the attack does not have a direct connection to all of the Freenet nodes in the network. The 
attacker will only be able to determine if a node has routed a message if they have a direct 
connection to that node. So if the attacker is missing connections to some nodes then they may 
not be able to determine the complete set of nodes that a message was routed through. The 
Attacker Nodes will be able to determine if it is possible that they are missing a direct 
connection to some of the possible nodes that a message was routed through. Using this 
information the confidence of how complete the output is can be computed. 
 
 Another issue is if Freenet issues a new message UID during insert requests. During 
insert request the new message UID is generated when the HTL first becomes cacheable. This 
is an issue if you capture the new message UID. Since it will only lead you back to the node that 
generated the new message UID. It is possible to detect if you have the new message UID 
based off of the HTL value observed. Also this only affects insert requests. Query requests do 
not generate a new message UID. 

4.2 Broadcast Traceback Attack with Topology 
 This is an extension of the broadcast trace-back attack. In the Section 4.1, the result of 
the attack from Figure 4.1.b was the set of nodes { b, a }. Freenet network topology information 
can then be applied to the node set { b, a } to determine the origin of the message. Given the 
set of nodes that a message was routed through, a starting node, and the topology of the 
network someone can trace a message back to its origin. Adding the topology information from 
figure 4.1.b and using node e as a start point will result in node a as the origin of the message. 
 
 The issues with this variation of the attack is the correctness and availability of the 
network topology. If the topology is incorrect the origin of the message may be incorrectly 
identified.  

4.3 Depth First Traceback Attack 
 The previous variations of the traceback attack use a broadcast mechanism to 
determine the path a message was routed through the Freenet network. In this variation, the 
attack will do a depth first search back to the origin of the message. It will need topology 
information to perform this attack, but Freenet already provides the needed information as part 
of a direct connection to a Freenet node. 
 
 Figure 4.3.a depicts the depth first trace-back attack. Here node f is the node listening to 
messages routed through it. When it finds a message it want to trace it will send the message M 
to the Attack Nodes (6), and that the message came from node e. The Attacks Nodes will then 
send the message M with a hop to live count of 1 to all of nodes e’s neighbors (7). Node b will 
be the only neighbor to reply with a FNPRejectLoop (8), so the message was sent from node b. 
The Attack Nodes will then repeat this process (9, 10) appending the nodes along the way to 
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build a path. The Attack Nodes will find the message origin when they send the message (11), 
and none of the neighbors of the node return a FNPRejectLoop message. 
 
 This method has several advantages over the others. It is much more efficient since you 
are not trying to broadcast to every node in the Freenet network at once. Also this method uses 
the 1 neighbor look ahead information that Freenet shares as part of direct connection to a 
node. This information can be used to build the network topology as you are executing the 
attack. 
 

 
[ Figure 4.3.a: Depth First Traceback Attack ] 

4.4. Traceback Attack Uses 
 The trace-back attack has many potential uses in Freenet and similar anonymous p2p 
networks. We will discuss using the attack to find the message origin of data requests and data 
inserts. 
 
 If a document is inserted into Freenet that an attacker wishes to monitor user access 
activity, then the attacker can insert nodes into Freenet that will monitor messages routed 
through it. The node can look for several different pieces of information to determine if it is the 
document in question such as the documents SSK or CHK. Once the monitoring nodes 
identifies a message requesting the target document, it can initiate the traceback attack to 
attempt to find the origin of the message, which would be the requester. 
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 The traceback attack can also be used to track document inserts into Freenet. Monitor 
nodes can be placed in the network that will monitor messages routed through them. These 
nodes can examine data inserts to determine if they should initiate the traceback attack. The 
traceback attack can then determine the origin of the message, and the document inserter. 

5.5 Traceback Algorithm 
AttackNodes = { Subset of Freenet nodes under attacker’s control with direct connection to all      
Freenet nodes } 
Monitor = A node that is under attacker’s control and monitors messages routed through it 
(note: Monitor may be in the subset AttackNodes). 
 
getAttackNodeConnectedTo( Node n ); = Finds a node in the AttackNodes that has a direct 
connection to the node n. 
getNeighbors( Node n ); = Returns the neighbor nodes of the node n. 
findFNPRejectLoopReplies( Map< Node, Message > replies ); = Returns the node mapped 
to a FNPRejectLoop message. If no such node is found then returns null. 
 
Trace( Node prev, Message m, Node[] visited ) 
{ 
 if( prev == null ) 
  return; 
 visited.add( prev ); 
 m.hopsToLive = 1; 
 Node neighborNode = getAttackNodeConnectedTo( prev ); 
 Node[] neighbors = neighborNode.getNeighbors( prev ); 

neighbors = neighbors - visited; 
 

Map< Node, Message > replies; 
foreach ( Node n in neighbors ) 
{ 
 Node attackerNode = getAttackNodeConnectedTo( n ); 
 replies.add( n ); 

// sendMessage returns a message 
 replies[ n ] = attackerNode.sendMessage( m );  
} 

 
Node next = findFNPRejectLoopReplies( replies ); 
Trace( next, m, visited ); 

} 
 
//To use this algorithm, a Monitor node will connect to the AttackNodes, and then start the 
attack. 
// Monitor code to run attack 
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Node prev = node that message was sent from; 
Message m = message that was sent; 
Node[] visited = new Node[]{ this node }; 
AttackNodes.Trace( prev, m, visited ); 
// visited now has the path to the message’s originator. 
// visited[visited.length-1] is the message’s origin node  
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5. Freenet Testbed 

5.1 Testbed Requirements 
  

Freenet is a widely used system that is available to the public for use. Freenet is free to 
use, and the only cost associated with it is in terms of resources. Each participant is expected to 
contribute computational time for inter-node communications and disk space for persistent 
storage. These low entry conditions make Freenet a potential environment for performing our 
experiments; however, there are several ethical and technical issues with using it. 1) The 
experiments we are running could be disruptive to normal traffic. This disruptive nature would 
not only affect direct communication links, but could also alter users opinion on the quality of 
service provided by Freenet. 2) Many of the experiments we would be running are aimed at 
exploiting architecture, communication patterns, and meta data to compromise anonymity. 
There are ethical issues with using those attacks against live systems. Our intentions may be 
pure, but there could be unforeseen consequences. 3) We do not have control of Freenet. 
Although many of our experiments could be run against Freenet, our experiment evaluation 
would benefit from global information. Control of Freenet also helps reduce the number of 
variable in our experiments. 
 
 Since we are not able to use Freenet to perform our experiments, we decided to build a 
testbed. The testbed would operate isolated from Freenet, but it would mimic Freenet as close 
as possible. This isolated testbed will allow us to overcome our ethical and technical hurdles. 
This is an itemized list of the requirements of our testbed: 

● Centralized experiment execution 
● Isolated Freenet network 
● Complete control over all Freenet nodes 
● Centralized data collection and management 
● Offline data analysis 
● Scalable: number of Freenet nodes available 
● Mimic Freenet behavior 

 
 Using these requirements we designed and implemented several solutions. We found 
that each solution had its benefits, but in the end we picked on over the other. The following 
subsections will discuss each of the solutions we evaluated. 

5.2 VMware Virtual Machines 
 This testbed design uses virtual machines(VM) to run Freenet nodes in an enclosed 
environment. Figure 5.2.a depicts the high level view of the architecture. A firewall/router device 
is used to create a perimeter between our testbed and the Internet. Although a connect to the 
Internet is not even required, it was added for ease of remote testbed management and 
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experiment execution. Within the Freenet testbed, there are several host machines running VM 
hosting software. VMs were used since they allow us to run multiple independent operating 
systems with fewer physical hardware. The VMs are then split up into two different 
configurations: Freenet Virtual machine Servers, Freenet Data Analysis node. This method 
allows us to run exact duplicate Freenet nodes as would be found in the actual Freenet network. 

 
[ Figure 5.2.a: Freenet VM Testbed Architecture ] 

5.2.1. Firewall/Router 
● Prevents all network traffic from entering or leaving 
● Allows VPN access to connect multiple test beds together 
● Allows VPN access for remote management 

 
The main purpose of the router and firewall in this Freenet testbed is to provide a barrier 

between our Freenet network and the public domain. This prevents any experiments carried out 
on the testbed from affecting the public Freenet network. The router can also be configured to 
allow VPN connections to be made. This will allow multiple Freenet test beds at remote 
locations to be interconnected. Doing this allows the number of Freenet nodes participating to 
be easily scaled. The router is also configured to run NAT, so the IP address space used by the 
testbed Freenet nodes can be controlled by the researcher. 

5.2.2. Freenet Virtual Machine Servers 
 The Freenet virtual machine servers are used to host multiple VMs. Each of these VMs 
will represent a Freenet node in the test bed network. It is estimated that with current server 
hardware each of the servers will be able to operate 15-20 VMs. Using separate VMs for 
running each Freenet node simulates the independent nature that actual Freenet nodes will be 
operating under. In addition, individual VMs can be configured with bandwidth limiting software 
that can help simulate the variations in available bandwidth to different nodes. The Freenet VM 
servers can also host machines that can be used for data collection and Freenet management. 

5.2.3. Freenet Data Analysis Node and Management 
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 The Freenet Data Analysis Node is a VM used for centralized data collection, storage, 
and processing. It can also be used for centralized management and coordination of Freenet 
VMs. All of the VMs running Freenet nodes run independent of each other, and they all store 
their own log files. The data analysis machine will be responsible for collecting all of the log files 
periodically and storing them permanently. When a log file is collected it will be removed from 
the VM running the Freenet node. The logging method on the Freenet node automatically 
archives versions of the log files after a given amount of time, so log files can be collected while 
an experiment is being run on the test bed. 
 
 The Freenet Data Analysis VM can also use scripts to assist in a centralized 
maintenance of all Freenet VMs. If a large number of VMs are to be used in the testbed, then it 
would be impractical to manually start and configure each VM individually. Instead, much of that 
process can be scripted.  

5.2.4. Analysis 
Using VMs in our testbed was our first attempt. The testbed definitely met most of our 

testbed design goals to various degrees. However, it is very difficult to perform global monitoring 
and correlate events that occurred on separate Freenet nodes. Also, the overhead in setting up 
and controlling the nodes during experiment execution are high. Because of these issues, it 
made scaling the environment to any significant size a serious challenge.  

5.3 Simulation 
 The other testbed design we looked at was simulation based. Instead of using a VM to 
run each node independently, we run multiple nodes as separate threads in a single process. 
Figure 5.3.a depicts this high level overview. The two main components of this design are the 
simulator process and the Freenet node threads. This testbed design allows us to have central 
control over several nodes, and it scales better that the VM testbed design. 
 

 
[ Figure 5.3.a: Freenet Simulation testbed Architecture ] 

5.3.1. Simulator Process 
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 The simulator process is the framework used to setup and execute the Freenet node 
threads. This framework is extended from a set of test cases that are include with the Freenet 
source code. The class freenet.node.simulator.RealNodeTest is the parent of many of these test 
cases. We took these test cases and extended them to include Opennet node environment. We 
also added a command interface so they could be controlled through scripts. The benefit of 
using the simulator process to execute the Freenet nodes in threads is that it provides 
centralized control and coordination. 

5.3.2. Freenet Node Thread i 
 Normally when Freenet nodes are started they each have their own process. In this 
simulation environment, multiple nodes share a single process. Because of the large number of 
nodes that can be started each node will only have a in memory datastore. This means that 
these nodes have no persistent storage. However, other than the storage each node is running 
like a normal Freenet node. The nodes still use network ports for communication, and this 
means that multiple simulator processes can be tied together to make larger networks. We 
found that on average a single simulator process could support running 150 to 200 Freenet 
nodes simultaneously.  

5.3.3. Analysis 
 We found that the simulation testbed design better fit our needs. This design allows us to 
perform better global event correlation since all the nodes are controlled by a single process. 
This method is also scalable. Up to 200 nodes can be spawned in a single process. Also 
multiple simulator processes can be tied together to form larger networks. Combining multiple 
simulation processes together creates the issue again of global event correlation. However, the 
issue is lessened by the limited number of event collection points. 
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6. Obtaining Freenet Topology 
There are a couple methods available in Freenet to determine the topology of the 

network. The first is a built in debug functionality that is not publicly documented; the probe 
command. The second method for obtaining the network topology is to use the information that 
a direct neighbor shares. When a node is directly connected to another node it will share the list 
of all its neighbors with the node. 

 
The texted based command interface that Freenet has can be used to issue the 

command PROBE. This command will probe the topology of the network and return it to the 
user. This command can be used to explore the topology that is surrounding a node. It is our 
believe that this is a debug support tool for the developers. Which means that it could be 
removed at any time. 

 
The second method for obtaining the network topology is to use the information that a 

direct neighbor shares. When a node is directly connected to another node it will share the list of 
all its neighbors with the node. This information can be compounded from different sources in 
the network to determine the network topology. A single node will share all of its direct and 
indirect peers. This mean that one node can provide the location of up to (Max Peer Count)2 
nodes. 
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7. Announcement Protocol 
Part of the RTI attack (section 3) requires that announcements can be send at will to a 

target node in attempt to join their routing table. We outline the announcement protocol below. 
Then go through an example announcement. 
 

Nodes perform handshakes with each other to establish connections. However, before a 
handshake can take place, both of the nodes must already have a reference to the other node.  
The node references are shared with each other though the announcement protocol. The 
exception to this is when initially connecting to the network through seed nodes.  

 
When a node connects to Freenet for the first time it does not have any connection to 

already existing nodes. Since it has no connections, it has no way of sharing its node reference 
with another node or receive a node reference from another node. In this scenario, Freenet 
allows nodes to perform anonymous handshakes with seed nodes. Once a connection with the 
seed node is established, then the seed node passes the new nodes reference through the 
network using typical greedy routing mechanisms found elsewhere in Freenet. Any nodes that 
receive the new node reference and need a peer will respond with their reference. 

 
Now both nodes will have a reference to the other, and the handshake can take place. 

This creates a direct connection between the two nodes. If a node A tries to perform a direct 
handshake with node B and B does not have a reference to A, then B will not respond to A’s 
handshake request. This helps prevent nodes from directly choosing their peers, as the request 
is routed through the Freenet network. However, we believe that using route prediction it is 
possible to predict and manipulate who you can get a peer. 
 

Figure 7.a. is an example of how the automatic announcement mechanism works. In this 
figure, a node that is currently not connected to any other nodes in the network is trying to 
announce to a seed node and join the network. The new node has a location of 0.909. Step 1: 
the new node announces to the seed node 21. Step 2: Node 21 finds the next closest node to 
0.909 (which is 23) and sends the announcement there. Step 3: Announcement is sent to node 
25. Step 4: Announcement get routed back to node 21 (because it is the closest) and since it 
has already seen the request, the request is stopped there. Note that an announcement request 
will continue until its HTL expires. So this announcement tried connecting the new node to 
nodes { 21, 23, 25 }. In this scenario, the max peer count is 4. Since all of the nodes it tried to 
announce to { 21, 23, 25 } are full, the announcement did not result in any new connections for 
the new node. 
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[ Figure 7.a.: Automatic Announcement Mechanism for Node Not Connected to Network] 

 
 

 
[ Figure 7.b: ANNOUNCEMENT Command from Node 24. ] 
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Figure 7.b. is an example of how the ANNOUNCE command works. The ANNOUNCE 
command is a Freenet command that can be used to specify the target location an 
announcement should go after. In this figure, we are running the ANNOUNCEMENT command 
from node 24 with two different locations. The first location we tried with 0.5. This resulted in the 
announcement being routed along the path 24 -> 25 -> 23 -> 24. Then the location 0.8 was 
used resulting in the path 24 -> 23 -> 25 -> 21 -> 23. This experiment was done to verify the 
behavior of the announcement protocol.  
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8. Experiment Results 

8.1. Routing Algorithm 
The general routing algorithm that Freenet uses is discussed in detail in Section 2. We 

have performed several experiments to verify the behavior of the routing algorithm, and also 
explore the behavior of special cases in routing. Most of these special cases are related to failed 
routing scenarios. We simulated failed message deliveries to invoke these special cases. 
Several examples of these routing scenarios are provided. In each example, an insert command 
is issued then tracked through the network. 

8.1.1. Routing Algorithm Pseudocode 
This is a recursive definition of the routing algorithm. The large, blue numbers in the left 

side of the route algorithm are possible locations for routing failure. This routing pseudocode 
covers both the insert routing and request routing algorithms. 
 
int Route ( X, HTL ) 
// x is the node to route to next 
//  HTL is the given HTL value 
//  value returned is the HTL returned from next node x 
 
 // START: this code is specific to requests, but it represents any conditions that would 

//stop the routing along the node path (outside of the actual routing algorithm 
 if( data was found ) 
      return the found data 
 Other checks such as if the UID has already been seen and ect. 
 // END  
 
 N = X //set X to be the current node N 
 while ( true ) 
 { 
   // "in this instance" means only in the scope of this method, and  

not the other calls to Route caused by recursion 
 
      // if Route has not been called yet, assumed to be successful 
      if ( Route call failed in this instance AND not Cache-able( HTL) ) 
      { 
           if( there have been 5 failed Route calls in this instance ) 
    //step up a level in recursion 
1              FAIL ROUTING return HTL, return to previous node  
      } 
      else 
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      { 
              //Always goes in here first time thru the while loop 
               HTL = HTL - 1 
           if ( HTL < 0 ) 
               HTL = 0 
      } 
 
      if( HTL <= 0 ) 
   //step up a level in recursion 
2          FAIL ROUTING return HTL, return to previous node  
 
      // START: insert only 
      if ( not Cache-able( HTL + 1) AND Cache-able( HTL) ) 
           fork a new insert request. 
      // END: insert only 
 
  //exclude N and any failed nodes from calling Route in this instance 
      X = get next closest node to the target location  
 
      if( there was no next node found, X == null ) 
3           FAIL ROUTING return HTL 
 
      HTL = N->Route( X, HTL ) 
      if( call to N->Route was successful ) 
   //step up a level in recursion 
           return success response, return to previous node  
 
      //back to the top of the while loop!!! 
 } 
 
End Route 
 
/ 
Cache-able ( HTL ) = returns true if HTL is less than ( MAX_HTL -3 ) 

[ Algorithm 8.1.1.a: The Route Algorithm Pseudocode] 

8.1.2. Example Topology 
The topology used in the examples was set up with the below parameters. All insert 

requests are originating from node "0.05 4605". Its node location is 0.05, and its id "in the 
simulation testbed" is 4605. It is filled in with the color red. In Figures 8.1.2.a, 8.1.3.b, 8.1.4.b, 
and 8.1.5.b, the node 4605 is the node with the red background. 
 

Network Parameters 
Node Count = 20 
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Peer Count = 6 
HTL = 6 

 
In all of the examples, we are inserting the data "helloworld", and it has a data location of 
0.224311093552563. 
 
 
 

 
[ Figure 8.1.2.a: Topology used in all the examples ] 

8.1.3. Example: Routing Failure at First Node 
In this example, we start by telling the node 4605 to insert the data "helloworld". So it 

initially makes a call Route( 4605, 6) from Algorithm 8.1.1.a. The first parameter is the starting 
node and the second is the current HTL value. In this example, all routing attempts from the 
node 4605 will fail. Every node 4605 contacts will return a Reject_Loop message. We artificially 
force the nodes to return the message. In this example, routing will fail because of a high HTL 
Failure at the first node in the routing chain. 
 

 Current Node  Next Node  HTL  Message  Notes 

   4605  6    Initial call to Route 

 4605  4614  5  CHK_Insert   

 4614  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 
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 4605  4608  5  CHK_Insert   

 4608  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4602  5  CHK_Insert   

 4602  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4656  5  CHK_Insert   

 4656  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4653  5  CHK_Insert   

 4653  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4650  5  CHK_Insert   

 4650  4605  5  Reject_Loop  I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605    5  Failed  Failed at Route.1 in Algorithm 8.1.1.a 

[ Table 8.1.3.a: Complete Routing Path for Example 8.1.3 ] 
 
 

 
[ Figure 8.1.3.b: Routing Path from Example 8.1.3 ] 

 
Notice that the HTL never goes below 5 in this example. This is because there is a 

special routing condition were the HTL will not be decremented when the HTL is not cacheable 
yet. In this example, the routing finally fails because the number of failed neighbors routed to 
exceeded 5. This means that no matter how many peers a node has it will only route to at most 
5 of them. 
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If the Max Failed Neighbors value had been larger, let us say 6, this route would still 
have failed. The node 4506 also ended up using all of its peers. The only reason it failed at 
Route.1 is because it was checked before Route.3 in Algorithm 8.1.1.a. 

8.1.4. Example: Routing Failure at Third Node in Routing Chain 
Let us assume in this example that the HTL was actual 9 instead of 6. This means that 

when we have the a HTL of 6 it is cacheable. So let us assume that an insert request was 
started at some random node Z. As a result the node 4605 received an insert request from node 
Q, and it had a HTL of 6. We do not know what Q is. Since a HTL of 6 is the first cacheable HTL 
and this is an insert, a new message UID will be generated. This means that all of the previous 
nodes from Z to Q will be forgotten (in terms of routed to already). 
 

In this example we will not be able to route passed the node 4605. All of its neighbors 
will return a Reject_Loop message. As a result the HTL will run out on the node 4605. Since 
each node will use the HTL returned from the next node if the Route call fails. This means that a 
HTL of 0 will be passed up through the nodes Q thru Z, and they will all fail as well. Note that 
the "new UID" feature only affects inserts. Data retrieval requests will not get a new UID. 
 

 Current 
Node 

 Next 
Node 

 
HTL 

 Message  Notes 

   Z  9    The initial insert call at node Z 

 ...  ...  ...  ...  Intermediate nodes from Z to Q 

 Q  4605  6  CHK_Insert Route memory resets after this point because 
of new UID 

 4605  4614  5  CHK_Insert   

 4614  4605  5  
Reject_Loop 

 I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4608  4  CHK_Insert   

 4608  4605  4  
Reject_Loop 

 I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4602  3  CHK_Insert   

 4602  4605  3  
Reject_Loop 

 I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  4656  2  CHK_Insert   

 4656  4605  2   I forced a reject_loop message 
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Reject_Loop 

 4605  4653  1  CHK_Insert   

 4653  4605  1  
Reject_Loop 

 I forced a reject_loop message 

 4605  Q  0  Failed  Failed at Route.2 in Algorithm 8.1.1.a 

 ...  ...  0  Failed  Failed at Route.2 in Algorithm 8.1.1.a 

 ...  Z  0  Failed  Failed at Route.2 in Algorithm 8.1.1.a 

[ Table 8.1.4.a: Complete Routing Path from Example 8.1.4 ] 
 
 

 
[ Figure 8.1.4.b: Routing Path from Example 8.1.4 ] 

 
Notice here that the HTL value is decremented with each failed Route call to a neighbor. 

The value is decremented here because our MAX_HTL is 9, and once the HTL reaches 6 it is 
cacheable. Also note that the HTL value for the last entries from Q to Z is zero. This is because 
a node will use the new HTL value returned from a failed call to Route if it is available. 

8.1.5. Example: Routing Failure at Node Later in Routing Chain 
This is the last example and it shows how the HTL value returned from a failed Route 

call affects the routing. In this example, routing will actually successfully complete, but it is just 
sidetracked along the way. The start node is 4605, and we assume we are using the original 
HTL of 6 again. 
 
 

 Current 
Node 

 Next 
Node 

 
HTL 

 Message  Notes 
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   4605  6  
CHK_Insert 

 Initial insert call from node 4605 

 4605  4614  5  
CHK_Insert 

  

 4614  4617  4  
CHK_Insert 

  

 4617  4614  3  
CHK_Insert 

 "new UID" forgets previous routed to nodes 

 4614  null  2  Failed  Force the next node = null (simulates no more 
neighbors) 

 4614  4617  2  Failed  This step is actually done with the above as a 
single step 

 4617  4608  1  
CHK_Insert 

  

 4608      Success  Finished inserting successfully (returns 
success up path) 

[ Table 8.1.5.a: Complete Routing Path from Example 8.1.5 ] 
 

 
[ Figure 8.1.5.b: Routing Path for Example 8.1.5 Blue = UID, Red = New UID] 

 
Notice that when the node 4614 gets the insert a second time it is unable to find a next 

node to send the request to. This causes the Algorithm 8.1.1.a to fail at Route.3. As a result the 
HTL value of 2 is returned to the node 4617. Before the failed call to 4617->Route( 4614, 3 ), 
the node 4617 had a HTL value of 3. However, after the failed called 4617 HTL value was set to 
2, which was returned from the node 4614. That HTL value of 2 was then decremented again 
leaving us with a call 4617->Route( 4608, 1) to the next node. 
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8.2. Route Prediction Model 

8.2.1. Prediction Model Accuracy Experiment 
 In Section 2.2., we introduced our route prediction model. We designed and performed a 
series of experiments to test the model we constructed. The results of those experiments were 
then evaluated. The goal of our experiments was to compare the route paths produced by our 
route prediction model with actual paths generated from Freenet traffic. 
 
 We used our Freenet testbed to conduct our experiments. We repeated our experiments 
with different Freenet network parameters to see how they affected our route prediction model. 
The parameters we varied are node count (network size), peer count (degree of each node in 
the network), and HTL. Since we are using our simulation environment, the total number of 
nodes we can run is limited. To compensate for this we scaled our other network parameters to 
our node count. Freenet is built on the principle of a small world phenomena [3]. A property of 
these types of graphs is that the upper bound on network diameter is log(n)2, where n is the 
node count. Using this property we scaled the parameters in our experiments. 
 
 Table 8.2.1.a has a list of all the different network parameter combinations that we used 
in our experiments. We varied your node count from 75 to 200 in increments of 25. The peer 
count value we used was based off of the node count value in any given experiment run. Peer 
count was calculated as ceiling( log(n)2 ), where n is the node count. We then varied the HTL +-
2 from the peer count value. A lower bound of 4 is placed on both the peer count and HTL 
parameters. This is done because of implementation issues with running a Freenet network with 
parameter values smaller than 4 for the peer count and HTL. The node count values were 
selected so that the peer count would not go below the lower bound, and only HTL values that 
met the lower bound were used. As a result 25 unique Freenet network parameter combinations 
were tested in our experiments. 
 

Parameter Values Used 

Node Count (n) 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200 

Peer Count (p) ceiling( log(n)2 ) 

HTL (h) p-2, p-1, p, p+1, p+2 

[ Table 8.2.1.a Freenet Network Parameters in Route Prediction Experiments ] 
 
 Using the parameters from Table 8.2.1.a, we 1) computed all possible combinations of 
the parameters. Then for each of those combinations, we 2) generated 5 random topologies 
using the parameter values. The topologies that we generated are based off of the Kleinberg 
graphs in [3]. We generated multiple random topologies to reduce the chance of a given random 
topology having unique structure characteristics that would favor/disfavor our route prediction 
model. Then for each of the random topologies generated, we 3) inserted 10 random words at 
each Freenet node in the topology. Then for each word that was inserted, we 4) recorded the 
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network parameters that were selected, the random topology that was generated, the insert 
path the random word took through the topology, the random word, and the data location of the 
random word. 
 
 Phase I: Experiment Steps 

1. Select a Freenet network configuration from the network parameters 
2. Generate 5 random Freenet topologies using the given network parameters 
3. For each random topology insert 10 random words at each Freenet node 
4. Record the network parameters, topology used, insertion path, origin node, word 

inserted, word’s data location 
 
 When we generate a random topology in phase I step 2, each node in the topology has 
the same number of peers. In the real Freenet environment, this will not be the case. It is not 
known for sure, but it is speculated the the peer count distribution in the real Freenet follows the 
power law distribution. We gave each node the same peer count, so we could get a better 
sense for how changing the peer count affects our route prediction model. 
 
 In our experiments, we also turned off deterministic HTL. We did this for a couple 
reasons. The first is that from an RTI attack point of view, the attacker controls the origin node 
for the attack paths. Since they control the node, they can disable deterministic HTL for the 
beginning of the path. Although we cannot disable the deterministic HTL at the end of the path, 
that mechanism has little impact on the RTI attack. The second reason for disabling 
deterministic HTL was to simplify our experiments. We wanted to be able to accurately measure 
how effective our model was at it core functionality of predicting routes. Once the core route 
prediction can be verified, the deterministic HTL functionality can be accounted for by altering 
the input parameters to the prediction model to account for the different scenarios deterministic 
HTL generates. 
 
 After all of the data was recorded from the previous steps, the next phase of the 
experiment could start. In this phase, the data collected from the previous phase will be 
compared to the routing paths generated by our route prediction model. The first step is to 1) 
run the route prediction model against each of the random topologies generated in phase I step 
2. Then 2) for each record generated in phase I step 4, find the corresponding route prediction 
model, and 2.a) get the predicted route path for the given origin node and word’s data location. 
2.b) take this predicted path and compare it to the actual path recorded from phase I. 
 
 Phase II: Experiment Steps 

1. Run route prediction model against each random topology generated in phase I - 2. 
2. For each record in phase I - 4. 

a. Select the predicted path from phase II - 1 for the origin node and word’s data 
location. 

b. Compare the recorded path in phase I - 4 with the selected prediction path in 
phase II - 2.a. 
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 When performing phase II step 2.b, compare how much of the predicted path matches 
the actual path until the first deviation between the two if found. For example, if the predicted 
path was A -> B -> C -> D -> E and the actual path was A -> B -> C -> Z -> E, then the model 
accuracy would be 3 out of 5 or 60%. 

8.2.2. Experiment Results 
 Figure 8.2.2.a, shows the results of our experiments. Each column in figure 8.2.2.a 
represents the different combinations of experiment parameters from Table 8.2.1.a. The 
average model accuracy bar shows the average accuracy for all the route predictions that were 
performed with the given network parameters. The complete match model accuracy bar show 
the percentage of predicted paths that were a 100% match to the actual path.  
 
 Notice that our model is able to produce an average accuracy that is above 60% for all 
of the network configurations we tried. In addition, almost 50% of the paths are a complete 
match. This level of accuracy should more than sufficient for the RTI attack. The RTi attack 
does not require every predicted path be 100% accurate, since it can try different paths if 
previous paths prove fruitless. 
 
 Another trend to notice is that as the HTL value increases within a given node count, the 
accuracy of the prediction model generally decreases. This is expected as the more HTLs you 
have, the more iterations the prediction model has to try and guess the next node. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.2.2.a: Route Prediction Model Accuracy Compared to Actual Freenet Routes ] 

 
 Figure 8.2.2.b is an altered view of the figure 8.2.2.a. Instead of showing the complete 
match percentage, it includes the average model confidence. There are certain unknowns that 
our model does not know. When these unknown occur our model has to make a random 
decision. This random decision is recorded as a confidence metric. Notice that as the HTL 
increase the confidence decreases. This is caused by the same reason as the declining model 
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accuracy. More HTLS means more route prediction guesses, and as a result more opportunities 
for unknowns to appear. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.2.2.b: Average Model Confidence Include in Figure 8.2.2.a ] 

 
 In addition to the experiment, described in 8.2.1 we also performed another set of 
experiments to looked at the effect of varying the peer count value and making the HTL 
constant. We believed that varying the peer count would have little effect on the accuracy of the 
prediction model. The prediction model should be able to handle any number of peers will little 
change in overall model accuracy. The results can be found in figure 8.2.2.c. Notice that in each 
given node count subsection as the peer count varies, there is no distinguishable pattern. This 
seems to supports our theory that peer count has little to no effect on model accuracy. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.2.2.c: Route Prediction Model Accuracy Compared to Actual Freenet Routes 

Using Various Peer Count Values ] 
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8.3. General Anonymous P2P Properties 
As we were looking at the possible uses for the RTI attack, we looked at some general 

properties of anonymous p2p networks. We then took these properties, and looked at how the 
RTI attack could affect them.  
 
 The first thing we looked at was the probability of a message encountering a malicious 
node while it was being routed. Figure 8.3.a show the relationship between a random message 
being sent through a malicious node. We assume that the malicious nodes are evenly 
(randomly) distributed throughout the network, and the paths are random. Figure 8.3.a models 
the general configuration that Freenet uses, which uses a HTL of 18. The y axis is the percent 
of messages that get routed through the network and do not encounter any malicious nodes. 
The x axis is the percentage of the total network that is composed of malicious nodes. The 
curve is generated from the following function. Assume F is the fraction of malicious nodes out 
of the total nodes and HTL is Freenet’s Max HTL. Chance of routing a message without hitting a 
corrupt node is: 
 (1 - F)HTL-1  
For example, when 10% of the total node population is malicious, there is roughly a 15% 
chance that any given message being routed will not encounter a malicious node. This curve is 
important to consider when malicious nodes are actively disrupting traffic by either dropping 
routing requests or falsifying their response. Freenet is designed such that even if multiple 
malicious nodes are encountered on a routing path, those malicious nodes should not be able to 
break the anonymity of the sender. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.3.a: Percent of Malicious Nodes vs Percent Message Route with No Malicious 

Node encounter in Freenet when HTL is 18 ] 
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 Freenet should be able to handle multiple malicious nodes on a routing path without 
compromising anonymity. The only exception to this is when the malicious node is a direct peer 
to the origin node. Freenet uses a HTL value in its messages. This value can be read by every 
node a message is routed through. Using the HTL value it is possible to check if the previous 
node was the origin. Freenet has implemented a mechanism to obscure the true origin of a 
message. The mechanism is deterministic HTL. This mechanism is described in section 2.1. 
Although a malicious node that thinks it next to an origin node based on HTL value cannot be 
certain the probability distribution for HTL = MAX in Figure 2.1.b shows the probability the node 
is indeed the origin node. 
 
 The only way that an attack could be certain of an origin node would be to completely 
surround the node in question. Figure 8.3.b show the probability of this happening for various 
peer counts. It is assumed that the malicious nodes are evenly (randomly) distributed. The y 
axis is the probability that of any given node all of its neighbors are malicious. The x axis is the 
percent of the total number of nodes in a network that are malicious. For example, using a peer 
count of 10 and assuming 80% if the total nodes are malicious, then the attack will be 
completely surrounding roughly 10% of nodes in the network. The problem is that this 10% 
includes the malicious nodes. So a portion of the 10% are nodes the attack already controls. 
When compared to the curve in figure 8.3.a, considerably more resources are needed to 
completely break an origin nodes anonymity. 

 
[ Figure 8.3.b: Probability a Given Node Will be Completely Surrounded By malicious 

Nodes ]  
 

 This is where our RTI attack comes in. The RTI attack will allow an attacker to 
selectively place their malicious nodes around a target node. This means that an attacker will 
require far fewer resources to break the anonymity of a given target node. This is discussed in 
more detail in Section 8.4. 
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8.4. RTI Attack 

8.4.1. Manual RTI Attack 
We performed an initial RTI attack manually to prove that it could be carried out. The first 

task was to identify all the key players in the attack. We could already get the Insert, Request, 
Intersect, and Target nodes from the analysis code, but we also need to know the Announce 
node to pick up the newly available target node. Assume that during an RTI attack the insert 
node, I, inserts the data item X, and X has the properties location and key. Then the request 
node, R, requests X with X.key, such that the path taken is based off of X.location, and the path 
will traverse through the target node T. Since the request routing is approximately similar to 
announcement routing, then R can also send the announcement request to T, and use the 
announcement location of X.location. 

 
 Since the request and announcement node can be the same node, we can now start the 
RTI attack. Figure 8.4.1.b has the topology we used in this simple RTI attack. We put the 
example topology into a tool we developed that implements the route prediction model and can 
perform RTI attack analysis. The tool will identify possible Insert, Request, Intersect, and Target 
nodes using the route prediction model. We calculated the RTI attack parameters for the 
example topology, and then selected one. Table 8.4.1.a has the parameters we selected. 
 

Parameter Value

Insert Node 23 

Insert Path 23 -> 21 

Request Node 29 

Request Path 29 -> 27 -> 26 -> 21 

Intersect Node 21 

Target Nodes 27, 26, 21 (we focus on 26) 

Data Location Range [ 0.789, 0.868 ) (midpoint 0.8285) 

[ Table 8.4.1.a: RTI Attack Parameters ] 
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[ Figure 8.4.1.b: Example Topology Before Manual RTI Attack ] 

 
A quick analysis of the topology layout was performed to ensure that the manual attack 

would succeed. The target node had the required maximum peer count. The request node did 
not have the maximum peer count (this can be overcome with code modifications on malicious 
nodes). The next node on the insert path after the Intersect node is not on the request path. We 
then ran the target node in console mode to verify its behavior during the trial run. 

 
 Now that we had the attack parameters, we could start the attack. The next thing we 
needed was words to insert at the insert node. Before running this experiment, we created a 
database of words, their keys, and data location. We queried the word database looking for the 
15 closest words to the data location 0.8285 (midpoint in data location range). We initially got 15 
words in case the route prediction was incorrect for some of them. We inserted the 15 words at 
node 23 with a HTL of 2. We then requested 10 of the words from node 29. 
 Next we tried announcing from node 29 with location 0.8285. This announcement ended 
up finding two new nodes to connect to node 29. This caused an issue. The node 30 was found 
first and added successfully. The node 26 (Target) was also found but was not successfully 
added. We believe that timing issue caused by a minor bug in Freenet, announcement protocol 
bug, or announcement command bug, caused the target node 26 to receive node 29's reference 
and 29 not to receive 26's. This meant that 26 was performing the announcement to 29, but 29 
was rejecting it since it did not have 26’s reference. An easy fix to avoid this issue when or if it 
arises is to run all attack Request/Announcement nodes as seed nodes. This causes the nodes 
to accept anonymous handshake requests. 
 

The Announce node 29 was restarted with seed node = true, and then was able to 
immediately connect to the target node. The RTI attack was a success. The resulting topology 
change after that attack can be seen in figure 8.4.1.c. Node 29 is now peered with node 26, and 
the node 27, which was connected to 26 is no longer. As a side effect of the attack, node 30 is 
now also peered with 29. 
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[ Figure 8.4.1.c: Example Topology After Manual RTI Attack ] 

8.4.2. RTI Attack Experiment 
 In section 3., we introduced the RTI attack. We designed and performed a series of 
experiments to test the effectiveness of the RTI attack. The results of those experiments were 
then evaluated. The goal of our experiments was to determine how many nodes could possibly 
be affected by our RTI attack. 
 
  We used our Freenet testbed to conduct our experiments. We repeated our experiments 
with different Freenet network parameters to see how they affected our RTI attack. The 
parameters we varied are node count (network size), peer count (degree of each node in the 
network), and HTL. Since we are using our simulation environment, the total number of nodes 
we can run is limited. To compensate for this we scaled our other network parameters to our 
node count. Freenet is built on the principle of a small world phenomena [3]. A property of these 
types of graphs is that the upper bound on network diameter is log(n)2, where n is the node 
count. Using this property we scaled the parameters in our experiments. 
 
    Table 8.4.2.a has a list of all the different network parameter combinations that we used in 
our experiments. We varied your node count from 55 to 130 in increments of 5. The peer count 
value we used was based off of the calculated HTL value in any given experiment run. It ranged 
from HTL to HTL + 2. HTL was calculated as log(n)2, where n is the node count. A lower bound 
of 4 is placed on both the peer count and HTL parameters. This is done because of 
implementation issues with running a Freenet network with parameter values smaller than 4 for 
the peer count and HTL. The node count values were selected so that the HTL would not go 
below the lower bound, and only peer count values that met the lower bound were used. 
 

Parameter Values Used

Node Count (n) 55, 60, 65, …..., 120, 125, 130 

HTL (h) ceiling( log(n)2 ) 
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Peer Count (p) h, h+1, h+2 

[ Table 8.4.2.a Freenet Network Parameters in Route Prediction Experiments ] 
 

Using the parameters from Table 8.4.2.a, we 1) computed all possible combinations of 
the parameters. Then for each of those combinations, we 2) generated 5 random topologies 
using the parameter values. The topologies that we generated are based off of the Kleinberg 
graphs in [3]. We generated multiple random topologies to reduce the chance of a given random 
topology having unique structure characteristics that would favor/disfavor the RTI attack. Then 
for each of the random topologies generated, we 3) perform an RTI attack analysis and record 
the results. 
 
 Experiment Steps 

1. Select a Freenet network configuration from the network parameters 
2. Generate 5 random Freenet topologies using the given network parameters 
3. For each random topology perform an RTI attack analysis and record the results 

 
 An RTI attack analysis uses the route prediction model to generate both the predicted 
insert and request paths. Then using those paths the RTI attack analysis finds all pairs (one 
node from insert model and one from request model), and then calculates their RTI attack 
potential. We used the RTI attack analysis to determine which target nodes every attack pair 
combination could reach. 
 
 Using the attack analysis data, we then want to determine how many unique target 
nodes can be reached with various numbers of malicious nodes under the control of an 
attacker. When we performed this analysis we looked at the two extreme cases. The first would 
be if the attacker had control of the best (in terms of being able to target the most unique nodes) 
subset of nodes in the topology. The second being if the attacker had the worst subset of nodes 
under their control. 
 
 To perform this analysis thoroughly would require that we look every possible attack set 
size. For example, if you have a network of size 25, all the possible attack set (malicious nodes) 
sizes are 0, 1, 2, 3, …., 23, 24, 25. Then for each of the attack set sizes, you would have to try 
every possible combination of nodes to make up that attack set. The problem with this type of 
analysis is that it is combinatorial in runtime complexity. We instead had to use a set cover 
approximation. 
 

Finding the minimum set of nodes to attack the maximum number of victim nodes in a 
Freenet network is a variation on the set cover problem. Set cover is a NP-Hard problem. 
Freenet networks can become large and complex graphs, so we use an approximation 
algorithm to get a near optimal solution. We use a greedy algorithm [4]. The algorithm selects 
the largest number of unvisited nodes until the attack set reaches its required size. 
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 Since we are looking at an RTI attack, the smallest unit we can look at is a pair of nodes. 
Two nodes, A and B, are required to perform the RTI attack, an insert node and a request node. 
The coverage set of an attack pair is made up of all the nodes that they can be attack. We 
assume that the role of insert/request is interchangeable between the nodes in the pair. The 
problem graph can be visualized as a bipartite graph (Figure 8.4.2.b) with the attack pairs on the 
left side and all possible nodes on the right side. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.4.2.b: Bigraph of Possible Attack Node Pairs to RTI Victim Nodes ] 

 
 In addition to finding the maximum set cover, we are interested in the minimum set 
cover. The algorithms for both minimum and maximum set cover are similar with the only 
difference being the smallest number of unvisited nodes is selected. Each attack pair consists of 
two attack nodes. Also an attack pair has a set of victim nodes that it can reach. The maximum 
set cover algorithm will be outlined below. 
 
 (1) First generate a set of all possible node pairs. This is needed since we also want to 
know the minimum set later. Then populate each node pair with the set of nodes that it can 
attack. (2) Select a node pair that has the largest number of unvisited nodes, and remove it from 
the attack set. Add those attack nodes to a set of selected attack nodes. Add the victim nodes to 
a set of selected victim nodes. If there are multiple attack pairs with equal number of victim 
nodes randomly select one. (3) Then calculate a new attack pair set. Subtract the victim set of 
the selected attack pair from all of the other attack pairs. (4) Now merge any entries that would 
be considered equivalent. These are attack pairs that have one attack node in common and the 
other attack node exists in the set of selected attack nodes. These attack pairs are considered 
equivalent since adding one of them is equal to adding all of them in terms of the set of victims 
they can attack. (5) Repeat steps 2 through 5 until an attack set of the desired size is obtained. 

1. Generate node pairs with victim node info 
2. Select the attack pair with largest victim set, S 
3. Subtract the victim set of S from all of the remaining attack pairs 
4. Merge attack pairs that have one attack node in common and the other attack node is in 

the set of attack nodes constructed so far 
5. Repeat steps 2 - 5 until the desired attack set size has been achieved. 
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 There is one special case when performing step 2. We have a limit on the number of 
nodes that can be included in the attack set. So if we can only fit one more node in the attack 
node set, then we must select an attack pair with the largest victim set and one of the attack 
nodes is already present in the attack set. 
 
 Once we have the analysis from the above steps, we can determine the effectiveness of 
the RTI attack on different network topologies. Figure 8.4.2.c show the effectiveness of the RTI 
attack on an example 125 node network. Notice that in the best case, we can target all 125 
nodes in the network with roughly 5 malicious nodes. Even in the worst case with 5 malicious 
nodes, we can still reach about 30 victim nodes. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.4.2.c: Effectiveness of RTI attacks on a 125-node network. ] 

 
 Notice that the worst case line is not smooth. This is caused by two issues. The first is 
that set cover approximation is used. This was done because of computational time constraints. 
The second is related to the size of the attack set. The smallest unit in the RTI attack is a pair of 
nodes: One to insert and the other to request. When we select attack set sizes that are odd, this 
means that two attack pairs must be selected that have one node in common. Because of this, it 
causes the number of victim nodes to vary. To address this issue a sliding window average of 2 
was added to Figure 8.4.2.c. This average helps show the general trend of the worst case 
scenario. 

8.4.3. Experiment Results 
There are three parameters that we looked at when running the RTI experiments: node 

count, HTL, peer count. The node count is the total number of nodes in a given network 
topology. HTL is the hop to live for each request in the topology. Peer count is the degree count 
(direct peer connections) for each node in the topology graph. 
 
 The first parameter we looked at was the node count. Figure 8.4.3.a shows the results of 
this analysis. The data was grouped by the four Node count sizes in the experiment data. Then 
the average attack size was calculated for each of the victim size points for the worst case 
scenario. Figure 8.4.3.a shows that as the node count increases so does the effectiveness of 
the RTI attack. So as the Total node count increases, the size of the attack set needed 
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decreases. This is mostly likely caused because as the node count increases so do the other 
network parameters. 
 

 
[Figure 8.4.3.a: Attack Set Size Change over Node Count Change] 

     
 The next parameter we looked at was HTL. The data analysis here is similar to the node 
count analysis above. Figure 8.4.3.b shows the results. In general as the HTL increases, the 
attack set size decreases. The victim size of 100% curves does something interesting when the 
HTL is 12. I'm not sure why it increases there. 

 
[Figure 8.4.3.b: Attack Set Size Change over HTL Change] 

 
The peer count parameter was a little more interesting. Figure 8.4.3.c show the results of 

the peer count analysis. In the beginning, it can be seen that as the peer count increases the 
attack set size decreases. However, after the peer count reaches 8 it starts to act funky. I think 
that this is happening because we are "flooding" the network at this point. The goal of the RTI 
attack is to make none direct peers your direct peers. If they are already your direct peer, then 
the RTI attack is not needed. 
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[Figure 8.4.3.c: Attack Set Size Change over Peer Count Change] 

 
 As an exploratory exercise we wanted to take a deeper look at the issue of the peer 
count "flooding" the network. So we looked at the node count and peer count parameters 
compared to each over. Figure 8.4.3.d shows the results of the exercise. We can see that when 
the node count is 25 the attack set size is all over the place as the peer count changes. 
However, as the node count increases the consistency of the attack set size increases. 

 
[Figure 8.4.3.d: Attack Set Size Change over (Peer Count and Node Count) Change] 

 
 The problem with the data analysis up to this point is that they look at the effect of one 
parameter at a time. The first parameter we looked at then was node count. We found that if the 
other two parameters remain constant and node changes, it has very little effect on the 
effectiveness of the RTI attack. As a result we do not consider the node count parameter in 
figure 8.4.3.e. We then look at the relationship between the two remaining parameters. Figure 
8.4.3.e shows the average RTI effectiveness (% of unique target nodes) for different peer count 
and HTL combinations. Note that as both the peer count and HTL increase the percent of 
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malicious nodes to attack the same number of victims decreases. As note that it requires a very 
small percentage of total resources to target a large number of victims. 
 

 
[ Figure 8.4.3.e: RTI Attack Coverage. (With 10% attack nodes, more than 50% 

nodes become victims on random topologies. ) ] 
 

 Figure 8.4.3.f shows the percent of resources needed to target 100% of the networks 
nodes with different network parameters. It is clear in this graph that as HTL and peer count 
increase the percent of malicious nodes also decreases. 

 

 
[ Figure 8.4.3.f: Average number of attack resources needed to target 100% of the 

nodes in a network using the attack pairs with the minimum coverage. ] 

8.5. RTI Attack Coverage 
In section 8.4, we show a graph of the resources needed to perform the RTI attack 

(8.4.3.e). The graph shows that only a small % of the total node population is needed to perform 
attacks on the rest of the population. The rate of growth for this relationship is very fast. We 
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developed a formula for predicting the number of nodes that can be reached from a single node. 
This is done because we believe the number of victim nodes between two RTI attack nodes is 
relational to the number of nodes each node can reach individually. This formula was developed 
to help explain why the RTI attack resources graph grows as fast as it does. 
 

Node Reach Formula 
p: Average peer count (node degree) 
c: (1 - clustering coefficient) 
h: HTL (Freenet HTL) 
N(p, c, h) = [ (((p-1)c)h-1 - 1) / ((p-1)c - 1) ] p + 1 

 
We will now explain each part of the function. The terms outside the square brackets 

capture the behavior for the first two HTLs. The + 1 captures the number of nodes when HTL is 
equal to one. p + 1 captures the number of nodes when the HTL is two. Everything inside the 
square brackets becomes non-trivial when the HTL is three and greater. 

(((p-1)c)h-1 - 1) / ((p-1)c - 1) 
The above portion of the function uses the global clustering coefficient of the given topology to 
help estimate the number of nodes that can be reached. 
 

This function will predict the loose upper-bound on the number of nodes that can 
reached from any given node in a topology. The function only takes direct neighborhood 
connection into account, and does not consider connection more than two hops away. As a 
result it is expected that the average number of nodes that can be reached will not grow as fast 
as the function. 
 

We then ran several experiments to validate the function and compare its results to 
actual topology data. We generate several random Kleinberg topologies that varied in node 
count from 55 to 400. The peer count (node degree) and HTL value ranged from ceiling(log(n)2) 
- 2 to ceiling(log(n)2). 
 
 Figure 8.5.a show the relationship between our estimation function and the actual 
average node reach. The problem with this data is that the largest network size we generate is 
400. So the average node reach will never go over that. The theoretical node reach is not 
bounded by that however. As a result it grows exponentially. 
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[ Figure 8.5.a:  Average Node Reach (Actual & Theoretical) for All Experiment Data ] 

 
 To account for this issue, we tried including the networks node count capacity into the 
theoretical node reach prediction. The largest possible value that the node reach prediction 
formula could return would be bound by the node count of the topology it was being run on. The 
results of adding this cap can be found in figure 8.5.b. 

 
[ Figure 8.5.b: Average Node Reach (Actual & Theoretical) for All Experiment Data 

Including the Node Count Capacity in Theoretical ] 
 

 The problem with just truncating the node reach predictions with the node count, is it 
could skew the true accuracy of our node reach formula. Since we did not actually have any 
data to verify theoretical node reaches greater than the node count for a given topology, we 
then only looked at a subset of the data points. We only included the points where the 
theoretical node reach was less than or equal to the node count. Figure 8.5.c shows the results 
of this experiment. 
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[ Figure 8.5.c: Average Node Reach (Actual & Theoretical) for Theoretical Data Points 

Less than Node Count Capacity ] 
 

We have some data now that shows that our node reach estimation function is a loose 
upper bound on the actual node reach. The important thing to note about N(p, c, h) is it growth 
rate of O( ph ). This means that the number of nodes that can be reached is exponential. This 
grow rate helps explain why we have such high number of attack targets with only a small 
number of resources. 

8.6. Attack Pair 
The RTI attack requires at minimum two malicious nodes colluding to perform the attack. 

However, how those two nodes are chosen can have a big impact on the number of victim 
nodes that can be targeted. 

 
The core of the RTI attack is finding "intersection" points between two attack nodes. An 

intersection point is a node that both of the attack nodes can route messages to. Then using the 
intersect points it is possible to manipulate the routing table of any nodes that are on the paths 
to the intersect point (including the intersect point itself). 
 

In order to identify the properties of a "good" attack pair, we constructed an experiment 
that generated 234 random Kleinberg topologies with different node counts, peer counts, and 
HTLs. We then identified the best and worst attack pairs based on the number of victims the 
attack pairs could influence. 

 
We found that the shortest distance between attack nodes has a big impact on the 

number of victims they can reach. Figure 8.6.a shows the distribution of the shortest distance 
between the best and worst attack node pairs in each of the random topologies. The minimum 
distance is 2, which means that the nodes would be neighbors, and the maximum is 7, which 
means the nodes are too far away from each other to reach a common intersection node. Figure 
8.6.b is similar to 8.6.a except it show the cases when the maximum distance is 9. 
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Notice that in figure 8.6.a all of the best case distances between the attack nodes are 
between the minimum and maximum boundaries. We found that keeping a distance that falls 
between the min and max generally improves the number of victim nodes that can be reached. 
In figure 8.6.a, there are several worst case path distances that are larger than the maximum. 
These attack pairs are so far away from each other, that they cannot find any "intersection 
nodes". On the other extreme you will notice that most of the worst case path lengths are on the 
minimum path length. The problem with being that close is that the nodes are direct neighbors 
with each other. This means that the routing paths for both of the nodes will have a lot of 
overlap because of their proximity (similar routing paths). The RTI attack needs two unique 
routing paths to intersect between that attack nodes. If both of the nodes have similar routing 
paths, this greatly reduces the possible number of victims they can attack. 

 

 
[Figure 8.6.a: Percentage Distribution of Best & Worst Case Distances Between Attack 

Nodes (When the maximum distance is 7) ] 
 

 
[Figure 8.6.b: Distribution of Best & Worst Case Distances Between Attack Nodes (When 

the maximum distance is 9) ] 
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 Using the information from our experiments, we were able to construct a general profile 
for the placement of attack pairs.  

Shortest Distance Between Attack Nodes: 
 Min: 3 (The smallest possible is 2 notes distance is in terms of Freenet) 
 Max: (Max_HTL * 2) - 1 
Attack Node Data Locations: 
 The small world effect in Freenet (node data location clustering) in general 

causes nodes with close node locations to be grouped closer together. A general condition we 
found that is if the attack nodes data locations are too close they may get put too close together. 
There are many factors that affect the placement of attack nodes, so this is just a general 
guideline. 
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9. Definitions 
Freenet Node - A computer that is running the Freenet software, and is connect to other 
Freenet nodes. 
Freenet Network - The set of all Freenet nodes that are interconnected. 
Data Location - Every piece of information stored in Freenet has a data location assigned to it. 
A data location is a real number in the range [0,1). The data location is used to find nodes that 
have node locations that are close. The data location is considered circular, meaning that once 
you reach 1 it wraps back around to 0. 
Node Location - Every node in Freenet has a node location assigned to it. A node location is a 
real number in the range [0,1). The node location is used to store data that has a data location 
close. The node location is considered circular, meaning that once you reach 1 it wraps back 
around to 0. 
Reject Loop - Freenet prevents nodes from routing to already visited nodes by using a reject 
loop. When a node sends a request to an already visited node, the already visited node will 
respond with a FNPRejectLoop message. This tells the sending node that the receiving node 
has already been visited. 
Direct Peer - A direct peer is any node that a Freenet node is directly connected to. In terms of 
a network topology graph, it is all nodes that are one hop to live (HTL) away. A Freenet node 
can only route through a direct peer. 
Indirect Peer -  In terms of a network topology graph, it is all nodes that are exactly two HTL 
away. A Freenet node knows routing information about indirect nodes; however, it cannot 
directly route to them. 
Cacheable Hop To Live - When Freenet is routing a request, it has a threshold value for the 
HTL that is used to determine if data should be cached or stored. Any HTL that is less than 
(Max HTL - 3) is considered cacheable. 
Target node - A node that an attacker wishes to acquire a direct connection to. 
Malicious node - Node that is controlled by an attacker. It can be running a modified version of 
freenet, and collaborate with other malicious nodes. 
Attacker node - See malicious node. 
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